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ABSTRACT
Hypertension is a major public health problem
affecting over one billion individuals worldwide.
This disease is the result of complex interactions between genetic and life-style factors and
the central nervous system. Sympathetic hyperactivity has been postulated to be present in
most forms of hypertension. Pharmaceutical
therapy for hypertension has not been perfected,
often requires a multidrug regimen, and is associated with adverse side effects. Acupuncture,
a form of somatic afferent nerve stimulation has
been used to treat a host of cardiovascular diseases such as hypertension. It has long been
established that the two major contributors to
systemic hypertension are the intrarenal reninangiotensin system and chronic activation of
the sympathetic nervous system. A number of
important studies on the baroreflex response
and its response to acupuncture are discussed.
The inhibitory effects of acupuncture on the rostral ventrolateral medulla (rVLM) reduces sympathetic nerve activity and blood pressure suggesting overactivity of the angiotensin system in
this nucleus may play a role in the maintenance
of hypertension. Our experimental studies have
shown that electroacupuncture stimulation activates neurons in the arcuate nucleus, ventrolateral gray, and nucleus raphe to inhibit the
neural activity in the rVLM in a model of visceral
reflex stimulation-induced hypertension. The significant role of spinal cord opioids and nociceptin
are also reviewed. Although clinical studies of
acupuncture to date have met some success,
they are rarely scientifically robust and do not
feature randomization and long-term follow up.
Based on a great deal of basic scientific evidence, large trials are desperately needed to
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

study the effects of acupuncture on the hypertensive man.
Keywords: Central Nervous System;
Electroacupuncture; Neurotransmitter; Brain Stem

1. INTRODUCTION
Hypertension has become a serious public health problem impacting over one billion lives worldwide [1]. At
the turn of this century, 7.6 million deaths were attributable to hypertension. The majority of this disease burden
occurred in working people in low to middle-income
countries, while its prevalence increases with age and the
lifetime risk of developing hypertension approaches 90%
[2]. With the growing elderly population, dietary and
life-style changes, the incidence of hypertension is expected to continue to increase.
There exist complex physiologic interactions between
multiple organ systems that lead to hypertension. Genetic
and environmental factors play a large role in development of this disease. Such intricacies have led clinicians
to evaluate the efficacy of a wide range of therapeutics.
Current pharmacologic approaches to hypertension include agents that affect myocardial contractility and
chronotropy, vascular tone, salt and water retention. All
of these pharmaceuticals have numerous side effects, are
costly and are often only partially effective requiring
treatment with multidrug regimens.
Experimental evidence suggests that hyperactivity of
the central nervous system may be involved in the pathogenesis of hypertension. For instance, individuals with
high sodium intake and reduced natruresis due to high
levels of renin release are prone to developing high blood
pressure. The activity of the sympathetic nervous system
(SNA) contributes to renin release which in turn leads to
increased vascular tone as well as salt retention by increasing the levels of angiotensin and aldosterone.
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Acupuncture, a form of somatic afferent nerve stimulation, has long been postulated to exert its effects through
the nervous system. Manual acupuncture and its potent
alternative, electroacupuncture (EA), have been used in
Asian counties to treat many cardiovascular disorders.
Many physicians, however, are reluctant to use acupuncture due to its controversial benefits and largely unknown
physiological mechanisms of action.
In this paper, the current body of knowledge on the
effects of acupuncture on the cardiovascular system will
be reviewed. We will describe the central nervous mechanisms of acupuncture and provide the rationale for the
use of this technique in the treatment of hypertension.

2. CENTRAL REGULATION OF BLOOD
PRESSURE
There is clear scientific evidence supporting the critical role of the central nervous system in the development
and maintenance of hypertension. In particular, increases
in SNA and derangements in arterial baroreflex function
appear to contribute to the pathogenesis of this disease
[3]. Development of hypertension in various animal models of hypertension, such as the spontaneously hypertensive rat (SHR), the renin transgenic (TGR mRen2) rat,
the Dahl salt-sensitive rat and the dexycorticosterone
acetate (DOCA)-salt rat, is associated with increased in
sympathetic nerve firing. The effector mechanisms for
hypertension through increased sympathetic activity include increase in vascular tone, as well as enhancement
of the chronotropic and inotropic properties of the heart.
The end result of such alterations is a higher than normal
cardiac output and peripheral vascular resistance.
The effects of SNA on the kidneys have been elucidated and recently garnered particular clinical and therapeutic attention. Sympathetic activation stimulates renin
secretion that in turn activates the renin-angiotensin-aldosternone system leading to angiotensin (Ang) II-induced vasoconstriction and sodium retention [4]. This
feature leads to increased preload and therefore high cardiac-output hypertension.
Alteration of arterial baroreflex function has also been
implicated in the development of hypertension [5]. Carotid sinus and aortic arch baroreceptors respond to changes
in blood pressure (BP) by modulating parasysmpathetic
and sympathetic outflow, thus controlling heart rate cardiac output and vasomotor tone. In response to a persistent elevation of BP, the baroreflex resets towards a
higher pressure setpoint [6]. Under hypertensive conditions, resetting of the operational point of the arterial
baroreflex therefore contributes to maintaining a high BP
rather than opposing it. Similar to animal models of hypertension, hypertension in human subjects is associated
with increases in sympathetic activity and blunted arteCopyright © 2013 SciRes.

rial baroreflexes [5,7-9].
Functional changes have been detected largely in hypothalamic and medullary areas that modulate sympathetic outflow [10]. Ang II contributes to cardiovascular
regulation via its direct action at various hypothalamic
and medullary areas to enhance sympathetic outflow,
blunt the sensitivity of the baroreflex, and stimulate secretion of vasopressin [11,12].

3. CENTRAL MECHANISM OF
ACUPUNCTURE
Over the past decade, our group and others have systematically examined the central neural regulation of
visceral reflex-induced hypertension by acupuncture in
different regions of brain and spinal cord. A brief description of our findings using EA will be described in
the ensuing sections.

3.1. EA Inhibition of Neural Activity in the
rVLM
The rVLM plays a critical role in the regulation of BP
[13], while inhibition of neuronal function in this region
results in a large drop in BP [14]. We have demonstrated
that both low frequency electro- and manual-acupuncture
inhibit premotor sympathetic neural firing in the rVLM
and lower BP [15]. Administration of naloxone (nonspecific opioid receptor antagonist) or gabazine (γ-aminobutyric acid or GABA type A receptor blocker) in the
rVLM abolishes the EA effect, implicating the opioid
receptors in this response [16]. The rVLM is an important brain stem region that processes somatic inputs during acupuncture stimulation. Electrophysiological studies
of neuronal activity in the rVLM have shown that, as
compared to cardiovascular inactive points (LI 6-7, G
37-39), P 5-6 and certain acupoints along the large intestine meridian (LI 4-11), located over deep somatic neural
pathways (median and deep radial nerves), provide more
afferent input to cardiovascular premotor sympathetic
neurons in the rVLM [17]. This observation likely explains why acupuncture over these deep nerves most effectively lower elevated sympathetic outflow and BP.

3.2. Neurotransmitters in rVLM, ARC, and
vlPAG
Investigations of EA in several early models of hypertensions suggested that release of opioids, GABA, nociceptin and serotonin in the rVLM are responsible for
the BP-lowering effects of acupuncture [18-22]. More
recently, we have demonstrated that the EA inhibition of
visceral reflex-induced hypertension in the cat is related
to the activation of µ- and δ-, but not қ-opioid receptors
in the rVLM. Based on these observations, it appears that
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endorphins, enkephalins and perhaps endomorphin, but
not dynorphin are mainly responsible for EA modulation
of cardiovascular reflexes.
Immunohistochemical staining studies have demonstrated the presence of enkephalinergic neurons in the
rVLM and endorphinergic neurons in the arcuate nucleus
that project directly to the rVLM, and that both neurotransmitter systems are activated by EA [23]. EA inhibits
the reflex hypertension through opioid-mediated inhibition of glutamate in the rVLM [24]. Electrophysiological
studies [12] have shown that reciprocal excitatory glutamatergic (NMDA and non-NMDA) projections exist between the arcuate nucleus and vlPAG that may participate in the EA inhibition of cardiovascular function. This
reciprocal projection may include a cholinergic component in the arcuate nucleus but not in the vlPAG [25].
By stimulating the presynaptic endocannabinoid CB1
receptor, EA reduces the vlPAG release of GABA but not
glutamate during EA [26]. Reduced GABA disinhibits
vlPAG neurons, thus increasing their activity, which, in
turn, through an action in the medullary nucleus raphé
pallidus (NRP) inhibits rVLM cardiovascular sympathetic
neurons and related sympathoexcitatory reflex responses
[27]. EA, in summary, exerts its cardiovascular effects
though a complex set of excitatory and inhibitory neurotransmitters.

3.3. Long Loop Pathway
The hypothalamic arcuate nucleus and its interaction
with the vlPAG and rVLM in the EA-cardiovascular
sympathoexcitatory responses has been extensively studied [17,21,28,29]. When stimulated, the arcuate nucleus
enhances, while its inhibition diminishes the response of
vIPAG to sympathetic stimulation [21]. EA increases
sympathetically-evoked discharge of vlPAG neurons, a
response that can be blocked by microinjection of kainic
acid (KA) into the arcuate nucleus. Additionally, EA
mimics the action of excitatory amino acid DLH injection into the arcuate nucleus, and inhibits the reflex increase in BP induced by application of painful visceral
stimulation. Finally, microinjection of KA into the arcuate blocks the inhibitory influence of EA on reflex hypertension. These results suggest that excitatory projections from the arcuate nucleus to the vlPAG appear to be
essential to the inhibitory influence of EA on the reflex
increase in BP induced by painful afferent stimulation.
Direct axonal projections from the vlPAG to the medulla have been documented in tract tracing studies [30].
Inhibitory inputs from the vlPAG to premotor sympathetic neurons in the rVLM reduce sympathetic outflow
and reflex elevations in BP [29]. However, a vlPAG projection to the raphé, in particular the nucleus raphé obscurus (NRO) also exists and has been thought to form
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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an indirect pathway from the vlPAG to the rVLM that is
involved in the EA-cardiovascular response [31]. Recent
studies have suggested that the NRP, located more ventrally than the NRO or the nucleus raphé magnus, contains more cells that are activated during median nerve
stimulation with EA at the P 5-6 acupoints [32]. Chemical blockade of the NRP with KA transiently reverses
activation of neurons in the rVLM during stimulation of
the vlPAG as well as EA modulation of visceral excitatory reflexes [33].
Serotonergic projections from the raphé acting on
5-HT1A receptors in the rVLM complete the vlPAGNRP-rVLM circuit for cardiovascular reactivity [33].
Such connections between the NRP and the rVLM play
an important role in the long-loop modulation of cardiovascular sympathetic outflow during reflex visceral stimulation. Whether direct or not, projections from the vlPAG
to the rVLM provide an important source for the inhibitory influence of EA on rVLM premotor neurons and
ultimately curb the sympathoexcitatory cardiovascular
response [31].

3.4. Spinal Cord and EA in Cardiovascular
Reactivity
The spinal cord is the primary center for processing of
somatic and visceral inputs as well as generation of outputs to effector organs involved in cardiovascular reflex
regulation [34]. Anatomical and physiological studies
indicate that the dorsal horn of the spinal cord serves as a
major center for EA-induced analgesia [35,36]. Since
opioid or nociceptin-like immunoreactivity is present in
the spinal sympathetic nuclei (i.e., intermediolateral column, IML) [37,38], it is possible that EA also influences
neurotransmission between the brain stem and the IML
[39]. We have demonstrated that both opioids and nociceptin, reduce the response to rVLM-induced sympathoexcitation, indicating that the two peptides can regulate sympathetic outflow [40,41]. Additionally, there has
been a suggestion that descending pathways from the
brain stem may influence the segmental processing of
somatic inputs during EA [42,43]. Afferent stimulation
can modulate sympathetic activity through the inhibition
of excitatory interneurons [44]. Furthermore, somatic
stimulation can elicit excitatory and inhibitory responses
in both IML and dor sal horn interneurons, depending on
the dermatome stimulated [45]. These interneurons appear to form important links in the spinal cord circuitry
involved in autonomic control [46]. These findings implicate opioids and nociceptin as the central mediators of
the cardiovascular response within the spinal cord, both
by intrinsic action on the cord and by modulation of
brainstem signals to the spinal results indicate that opioid
and nociceptin play a role in the processing of spinal
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cord interneuron activity in the EA response. However,
spinal circuits modulating cardiovascular reactivity during acupuncture require further elucidation.

4. ACUPOINT SELECTION
We have previously evaluated the point specificity in
EA treatment of reflex-induced hypertension in animals.
Distention of gallbladder or other viscera leads to stimulation of the sympathetic nervous system through activation of cardiovascular premotor sympathetic neurons in
the rVLM. We observed that EA at P 5-6 (pericardial
meridian, overlying the median nerve) and LI 10-11 (large
intestine meridian, overlying the deep radial nerve) are
most effective in reducing reflex-induced hypertension.
EA at LI 4-L7 (large intestine and lung meridians, overlying branches of median and the superficial radial nerve)
and S 36-37 (stomach meridian overlying the deep peroneal nerve) are less effective, while EA at LI 6-7 and
K1-B67 do not have any impact on BP. Furthermore,
direct stimulation of the deep or superficial nerves underneath the acupoints produces similar results [17,47].
Similar observations have been made in a rat model employing gastric distension to elevate BP [15,48].

5. STIMULATION PARAMETERS
EA has preferentially been used in scientific studies on
cardiovascular diseases due to the ability to precisely
control stimulation parameters; outcomes from manual
acupuncture are operator dependent therefore not as reproducible. A low frequency of 2 Hz is used more frequently to treat hypertension because EA induces frequency-dependent release of neuropeptides. Experimentally, stimulation at 2 Hz produces a significant increase
in enkephalin-like immunoreactivity but not in dynorphin
immunoreactivity, whereas 100 Hz increases dynorphin
immunoreactivity but not enkephalin immunoreactivity
[49]. Similar results were confirmed in humans [50]. In
the brain, enkephalins and endorphins as well as their
associated δ- and µ-opioid receptors have been shown to
be more important in modulating the cardiovascular actions of EA than dynorphin (κ-opioid) [51].
In our rat model of reflex hypertension, sham acupuncture involving needle insertion without manipulation
at P 5-6 or LI 6-7 acupoints did not attenuate the gastric
distention-induced hypertension, thus demonstrating that
this procedure can serve as a control for EA. However,
EA at P 5-6, H 6-7 (overlying the ulnar nerve) or S 36-37
with low current (2 mA) and low frequency (2 Hz) for 30
min inhibited reflex-induced hypertension. Increasing the
stimulation frequency to 40 or 100 Hz did not inhibit the
elevated BP. In this regard, we observed a reciprocal relationship between the frequency of stimulation and the
afferent response. Thus, it appears that low frequency,
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

low current EA in a point specific manner optimally influences reflex-induced hypertension [15,48].

6. CLINICAL STUDY OF EA IN
TREATMENT OF HYPERTENSION
Clinical studies on the effectiveness of acupuncture at
specific acupoints to in essential hypertension have been
reported on for over half a century. As early as the 1950s,
publications in China reported that acupuncture effectively reduced BP in hypertensive patients [52,53]. In
1975, Tam et al., found that acupuncture produced a significant reduction in systolic and diastolic BP in 24 out
of 28 patients with essential hypertension [54]. Figure 1
shows a number of clinically-utilized acupoints found to
be effective in reducing BP, including Pericardium 5, 6
(P 5, 6), Stomach 36 (ST 36), Large Intestine 4, 11 (LI 4,
11), Bladder 18, 20 (BL 18, 20), Gallbladder 34 (GB 34)
[55,56].
Despite the suggested beneficial effects of acupuncture
on hypertension, there have been many weaknesses in
prior acupuncture clinical research. For example, the
sample sizes are typically quite small and power tests to
determine sample sizes have not been calculated a priori;
randomization has been rare, and the studies have almost
uniformly lacked adequate control groups and control
acupoints. The period of follow-up after treatment has
generally been inadequate or unspecified. Many studies
have employed traditional Chinese medicine theory, including applying the meridian hypothesis and Qi theory
in place of modern Western scientific principles underlying neuroscience and cardiovascular physiology. Importantly, few studies utilize EA, which is easier to control and to standardize stimulation parameters. In this
regard, several recent review publications have expressed
concern regarding the lack of controls and the potential
for placebo effects in prior studies, and have made several pertinent suggestions for improving future studies
[57]. Improvements for future study of acupuncture in
hypertension include 24-hour ambulatory BP monitoring
to obtain a more accurate Snapshot [58]. Carefully constructed and adequately powered studies need to be performed on to evaluate the efficacy of acupuncture in
chronic maintenance of BP reduction, as well as the frequency of treatment applications needed to sustain this
effect.

7. SUMMARY
Hypertension is a major cardiovascular disease and
poses serious health risks and mortality to a large number
of patients. Current available pharmacologic therapies
are somewhat effective and most patients require multiple drug regimens. Hypertension likely has a complex
central mechanism that involves increased sympathetic
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activity and resetting of the baroreceptor setpoints. Therefore, central neuromodulation seems to be a rational
therapy for this problem. Acupuncture is a powerful tool
in neuromodulation and its effects on the central nervous
system and hypertension have been studies. Acupuncture
has been shown to decrease BP in hypertensive patients
and in animal models of hypertension. The mechanisms
underlying the beneficial effects of acupuncture are associated with modulation of sympathetic outflow and
possibly endocrine system. Experimental studies have
shown that EA inhibits the reflex-induced hypertension
by modulating the activity of cardiovascular presympa-
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thetic neurons in the rVLM. Activation of neurons in the
arcuate nucleus of the hypothalamus, vlPAG in the midbrain and NRP in the medulla by EA can inhibit the activity of premotor sympathetic neurons in the rVLM.
Glutamate, acetylcholine, opioids, GABA, nociceptin,
serotonin, NO, endocannabinoids in the brain all appear
to participate in the EA antihypertensive response (Figure 2).
Clinical trials of EA in hypertensive subjects have reported favorable results over the past few decades. Studies with large sample size and further mechanistic studies
are recommended in order to expand the role of this

Figure 1. Location of acupoints along meridians. Note, although all meridians are bilateral, they are only drawn on one side for
simplicity. Abbreviations of meridians: G: gallbladder; L: lung; LI: large intestine; P: pericardium.
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Figure 2. Central modulation of blood pressure by acupuncture.
Abbreviations: GABA, γ-aminobutyric acid; 5HT, 5-hydroxytryptamine or serotonin; NO, nitric oxide; IML, intermediolateral
column of the spinal cord (from Zhou, W., Longhurst, J.C., Evidence-Based Complementary and Alternative Medicine, 2012).

powerful therapy in treatment of cardiovascular diseases
in man.
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